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Figure 1: Study conditions: Condition 1 – All Interaction is done on the tabletop;
Condition 2: Workspace is separated between tabletop (group space) and tablet (personal workspace)
 

outcome. Finally, we present design recommendations
derived from our findings.

Previous research shows that territories help people
coordinate their task and social interaction at large
interactive tabletops. However, little is known about the
interplay between territorially and the reorientation of digital
objects and their influence on task performance. In this
paper, we advance the hypothesis that territories are states of
spatial arrangements continually changing during the
collaborative activity and seek to better understand their role
as a main mechanism in coordinating group activities. We
report results from an explorative tabletop study that
compares two types of technical settings workspaces
supporting a brainstorming task. Our results show evidence
of different territorial strategies dependent on the two
conditions. We discuss the role of territoriality and
orientation of digital notes as a mechanism for coordinating
group activity and their influence on task performance and
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Human-centered computing ~
Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing
  

Tabletops’ potential for optimizing computer-supported
collaboration in small groups is widely acknowledged.
Several studies have shown that tabletops increase the
awareness of others’ actions [11,29,31,34,39], add to the
equity of participation [18]; provide rich information about
the group [26]; encourage more cohesive ways of work [30],
and ease bottlenecks in the negotiation of group
resources [42].
Recently, there is a growing interest in developing scenarios
for integrating personal devices like tablets with interactive
tabletops [4,21,27,28,45,46]. The basic assumption is that
the way the workspace is structured influences the
affordances of tabletops for collaborative work. Yet, it is still
an open question as to how tabletop interfaces should be
structured and integrated with personal devices, when groups
perform complex tasks and how a workspace composed by
group and personal devices affects groups’ collaborative
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processes and performance. As research on small groups has
put it, group collaboration and its outcome depend “on the
degree of fit between the technology and the group, its tasks,
and the context within which action is taking place” [20].
Furthermore, in order to fully exploit the potentials of such
workspaces, we need to better understand the mechanism by
which specific technology features influence the
collaborative processes [5,30].

surfaces research with regard to the tasks used in the diverse
studies we differentiate by means of McGrath`s task
taxonomy [19] between two main task types: “Type 1:
Planning tasks,” and “Type 2: Creativity tasks.” Both task
types are located in the first quadrant of McGraths Group
Task Circumplex [19] called “Generate”, and both score high
in the cooperative dimension.
Tang et al. [43] investigated the coupling of pairs when
working collaboratively on a planning task (see McGrath's
Task Circumplex [19]). Considering differences between
task types and the importance of external representation [24]
for group work, we developed a real-world-scenario task,
that can be assigned to the class of creativity tasks according
to McGrath's Task Circumplex [19], to investigate the
influence of our technological settings in this experiment.
During this task participants are asked to generate ideas,
which are represented on the tabletop as digital objects (postit notes). These post-its serve as interactive external
representations (IER), defined as representations that can be
easily modified or changed by an agent [33].

In this paper, we investigate this issue by observing groups’
interaction with each other and with digital artifacts in
different workspaces. In our experimental design, we
contrast conditions with and one without personal devices
(see Figure 1).
Territories and orientation of digital objects have been shown
to play a major role for the collaborative work at the tabletop.
Yet there are no studies focusing on how different workspace
arrangements affect the territorial behavior, the orientation
of the digital objects and the users’ spatial positioning. In an
attempt to understand the role of workspace setting, we take
a closer look at two different technological implementations
of the workspace (with and without personal devices) and
how they affect the collaborative process with respect to
territorial usage of the workspace, orientation of digital
artifact, spatial positioning as well as the collaborative
process and outcome.

IERs can play different roles during tabletop interaction at
both individual and group level. They have been shown to
constitute resources for internal cognitive processes at
individual level and to mediate communication at group
level [33]. Through positioning and orientation of IERs
different heterogeneous workspaces can be structured during
task completion. How different layouts of post-it notes
support the collaboration is a major focus of our explorative
study.

In this paper, we present qualitative analyses of groups’
behavior at a multi-user tabletop while solving a
brainstorming task. We analyze the influence of two
different technical settings (see Figure 1) on the group
collaboration and address the following research questions
(RQ):
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When working together at a tabletop, groups organize their
workspace to support their work for both a highly coupled
style (e.g., by working in the group territory) and loose
coupling (e.g., by using personal territory for individual
work) [6, 37,42]. Personal territories emerge in front of a
person on a tabletop while working collaboratively.
Tang [42] stated that users establish separate areas on a
tabletop to work and interact with task resources. The
approach of territoriality proposes a distinction between
three types of territories: personal, group, and storage. These
areas are arranged by users through the positioning and
orientation of artifacts on the surface [37]. Personal
territories are used for manipulation, editing, and reservation
of resources; group territories provide context for the group
task and hold shared artifacts; storage territories are used, for
example, for items that do not belong to the current task.
Fetter et al. [6] argue that personal territories, which are
visually marked areas at tabletops, provide cues that help
avoiding conflict and increase situational awareness in a
group. As experimental studies show, even if interactive
tabletops do not provide groups with salient, visually marked
spaces, territorial behavior emerges [37,42]. These findings
speak for the importance of providing groups with
appropriate affordances to structure their shared workspace,
for example by providing personal devices.

• RQ1: How do different workspace settings (with or
without tablets) affect the usage of the group space with
respect to territorial behavior, digital and spatial
arrangements?
• RQ2: How do different workspace settings (with or
without tablets) affect the overall collaboration process?
• RQ3: How do different workspace settings (with or
without tablets) affect groups performance?
+((+.0&2"/'/&*("0+,*0". 0&+*

Interactive-surfaces research has investigated a broad range
of different tasks. Examples include playing memory
games [8], assembling poems [32], psychomotor
coordination games [25], mathematical tasks [12], complex
learning tasks in logistics [36], planning and design tasks
[14,31,30], video-based design tasks for arts education [1]
and creative problem solving [2]. The importance of task
structure for group performance has been widely
acknowledged [10,19,23,40]. As Kraut et al. [16] point out,
“even small changes in task definition are likely to influence
group effectiveness”. However, in interactive surfaces
research, the topic of differences in task nature are not yet
systematically addressed. Based on a review of interactive
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Personal devices (e.g., tablets, pads, or smartphone devices)
allow group members to try out solutions to the task before
sharing it. Several scenarios of workspaces combining group
spaces (tabletops) and personal devices (mobile devices,
tables) have been proposed and shown to foster teamwork
[4,21,27,28,43]. For instance, mobile devices allow users to
collaborate in a flexible fashion by offering the possibility to
alternate between shared and private activities [41].

on groups’ performance (RQ3). In order to investigate these
complex relations, we conducted an exploratory study that
will be described further.
/'

For the study, a realistic collaborative brainstorming task
was developed. The participants were asked to
collaboratively generate innovative ideas to support
productive work for a flexible office at a fictive university.
In addition to clarifications with respect to the meaning of
the productive work, the participants were provided with a
description of employees’ requirements for the office and
employees' activities. More specially, the participants have
to develop ideas about the locations of different zones and to
furnish them according to their different functions. In doing
that, the participants have to consider the requirements of the
university employees as well as the type and importance of
fictive university employees’ activities.

The collaborative work is dependent not only on a territorial
organization of the workspace, but also on the orientation of
the digital objects. Kruger et al. [17] substantiate the critical
role of orientation on individuals’ information
comprehension on collaborative coordination and on
mediating group communication. Through the two types of
actions, territorial organization of the group space and (re)orientation of digital artifacts, groups structure their
workspace to better serve their collaborative activity.

The task had two phases: an individual phase and a
collaborative phase. During the individual phase,
participants individually generated ideas. The collaborative
phase consisted in further generating ideas and in prioritizing
the six most important ideas.

We define workspace structuring as “intentional
organization of the workspace to optimally support an
agent's’ interactions with that workspace in solving their
task,” following observations by Kirsh [15]. In the context of
the experiment reported here, we differentiate between two
workspace structures. In the first workspace structure
(Condition 1), the workspace consists only of a large scaled
tabletop. In the second, Condition 2, the workspace
integrated tablets functioning as personal workspaces in
addition to the interactive tabletop (group space).
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40 students (27 female; 13 male; average age 23.68)
randomly assigned to the two conditions participated in the
experiment. The participants worked in pairs at a tabletop
system - 10 pairs in each condition (see Figure 1). The
interactive tabletop system used was based on a 65”
touchscreen with 4K (3840px × 2160px) resolution.
Additionally that, participants were also equipped with
tablets (MS Surface Pro 3). The participants had different
educational backgrounds.

Up to now there are no experimental studies concentrating
on the affordances of personal workspaces. Previous
experimental studies addressed configurations of the
workspace with or without an interactive tabletop [45] or by
comparing different tabletop sizes [46]. In this study, we
contrast workspace settings with and without personal
devices (tablets).

In Condition 1, the creation of the digital objects during the
individual phase took place on a large scaled tabletop screen
(see Figure 2 - left). In Condition 2 tablets were used for the
creation of digital objects during the individual phase. The
notes from the individual phase were transferred to the
tabletop during the collaborative phase.

In summary, there is a large body of research focusing on
combining tabletops with tablets and some concentrating on
territorial behavior and orientation of digital artifacts, yet
they have not been discussed together in their tangled
interaction with each other. In this experiment, we presented
detailed qualitative analysis that shed light on this issue.

The interactions available on the tabletop interface were
writing notes, moving notes around and adding notes to the
priority list (see Table 1). In both conditions, an on-screen
keyboard for text entry was provided on the tabletop (see
Figure 2 - left). By pressing an add-button the text entry was
placed as a post-it object randomly on the screen. An initial
random placement of digital objects was chosen to avoid a
system-proposed, territorial organization. Each participant
was provided with a tablet which functioned as a personal
device.

  

The goal of this research is a qualitative analysis of
relationships between basic technological settings of
workspace structuring and collaboration processes and
outcomes. We compare two different technological settings:
In Condition 1 no tablets as personal workspaces were used.
All interaction took place on the tabletop, which served in
this condition as personal and group workspace. In Condition
2 tablets were used as personal workspaces.

In Condition 1 (on-tabletop), the tablet was only used to
display the task description and to fill out questionnaires. In
the second condition, the participants used the tablet for text
entry in the individual phase (see Figure 2 - right).

According to our research questions we explore which
different workspace structuring strategies (RQ1) are applied
in dependence of the two technical settings. Furthermore, we
want to explore the effect of technology setting on process
(RQ2) and the effect of technology affordances and process
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Figure 2. Detailed condition description

The text entries on the tablet were displayed in a list in
Condition 2. Each text-note could be transferred to the
tabletop individually (a share-button was available for each
entry). Furthermore, multiple notes could be transferred at
once (see Figure 2 - right) by selecting an assigned checkbox.
A check-all option to transfer all post-it notes at once was
available. For the individual phase, the participants were
instructed to use the tablet to enter their notes. During the
collaborative phase, the participants in Condition 2 could
choose between text entry on tablet or tabletop.
Condition 1

Condition 2

Read task

Read task

Answer questionnaires

Answer questionnaires

Condition 2 they used their personal tablets for the individual
idea generation (see Figure 3 - right). Each idea was
displayed in a list on the tablet and had to be transferred
during the collaborative phase to the tabletop.

CONDITION 1

CONDITION 2

Figure 3. Individual Phase (10min)
Tablet
functionality

The collaborative phase (see Figure 4) was announced by the
experimenter after 10 minutes. The participants were asked
to collaboratively generate further ideas and to prioritize the
most important 6 ideas. During that phase, different
strategies for presenting, sharing and merging the ideas are
applied by the participants. These strategies were the main
focus of analysis and will be described in detail.

Write notes
Transfer notes to the
group space
Tabletop
functionality

Write notes
Organize notes (e.g. by rotating, moving, stacking,
clustering)

COLLABORATIVE PHASE

Priorities notes

Table 1. Overview of System Functionality
.+ "!1."

The experimental procedure lasted approximately two hours
for both conditions. First, the participants were informed
about the study goals and structure (timing, sequence of
events). Upon signing an informed consent, the participants
were asked to complete a first questionnaire on a tablet
concerning demographic data and prior experience with
touch interfaces. After completing the first questionnaire, the
participants were introduced to and familiarized themselves
with the interfaces, both on the tabletop and on the tablet.
Following training, the participants individually read the task
and started working on the task. In both conditions, the
participants started with an individual ideation phase (10
minutes) followed by a collaborative phase (35 minutes). In
the individual phase the participants generated ideas on their
own. In Condition 1 both participants generated their ideas
individually directly on the table (see Figure 3 - left). In

Figure 4. Collaborative Phase (35min)


Several data were collected and analyzed. The participants
completed questionnaires and log files were recorded. The
log files collected participants’ type of interaction (write
note, move note, delete note) and the coordinates of the
interaction. All sessions were video and audiotaped.
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task. This assessment method uses qualitatively defined
characteristic dimensions of collaboration. Therefore, the
collaborative process effectiveness was rated on the
following dimensions: A. Coordination: (1) task division, (2)
time management, (3) technical coordination; B.
Communication: (4) mutual understanding, (5) dialog
management; and C. Joint Information Processing: (6)
information pooling, (7) reaching consensus. All video
recordings of the groups have been rated on the seven
dimensions by a trained observer. To ensure reliability of the
video coding, 20% of the videos were rated by a second
observer (Kappa = 0.91). To ensure the internal validity of
the scale, we calculated Cronbach's alpha, which was .81
after removing the time management item. This decision is
also supported by the observation that most groups were
insufficiently preoccupied with time management issues.

To deepen our understanding of territorial usage on the table,
we synchronized the log files with the video data. All
interactions with post-it notes (move and rotate) recorded in
the log files were coded with respect to who performed them.
Inspired by the spatial action analysis proposed by Scott and
Carpendale [38], we dived the tabletop into three sections: A
1/3 of the table near participant A, B 1/3 of the table near
participant and M the middle territory. To understand the
usage of the group workspace, we created summarizing plots
for each condition (see Figure 9).
&!"+ 0*(5/&/

Based on the video data a qualitative analysis of participants’
territorial behavior was performed by two trained raters. The
following behaviors were coded: (a) territorial behavior, (b)
joint representations, (c) transfer method, and (d) spatial
positioning.

".#+.)* "

(a) Territorial behavior: During the experiments’ execution
we could observe that some participants showed a strong
territorial behavior. The major indicator for territorial
behavior was the establishment of personal territories.
Therefore, we coded the existence of personal territories for
each participant. We defined personal territories as
collections of notes owned by one user, grouped together,
oriented to the notes owner, and placed directly in front of
the notes owner (see Figure 5 – 1st Phase).

As an objective measure of team performance, we analyzed
the products of the dyads participating in our study based on
quality indicators: fluidity, originality and elaboration. Such
measures have been used in similar studies [3,13,35]. In
order to calculate these indicators, we performed a content
analysis on all ideas. In calculating a composite score for
performance we have taken the following steps: (1) created
a database of all ideas and groups; (2) deleted duplicates,
notes (direct citations from the task) as well as any text that
did not make sense (nonsense); (3) calculated fluidity per
group as number of ideas generated during the task; (4)
calculated originality: ideas that were expressed only by one
group got 2 points, ideas that were expressed by two groups
got 1 point; (5) calculated elaboration (level of detailing the
idea description): removed common words like (articles,
prepositions), counted the number of words per idea and
summed up number of words per group.

(b) Joint representations: Beside the territorial behavior we
observed that some groups used the tabletop group space for
rearranging the created notes. At the end of this arranging
process a joint representation was created. We defined a joint
representation as a collection of notes with mixed ownership.
This collection was clearly recognizable by the position and
orientation of the notes and the effort the participants spend
into the arrangement (see Figure 5 – 3rd Phase). This
representation was used to answer the task’s question
(identification of the 6 important ideas). Therefore, the joint
representation seems to constitute the end of the
collaboration process.

  

In this section, we present findings from the data analysis and
relate them to our previously presented research questions.
 ++.!&*0&+*" %*&-1"/

Recent work on territoriality proposes a distinction between
three types of territories: personal, group, and storage
territories [37]. These territories are created by users through
the positioning and orientation of artifacts on the tabletop.
Personal territories are established directly in front of the
user and are used for manipulation, editing, and reservation
of resources. Meanwhile, the group territory provides
context for the group task and holds shared artifacts.

(c) Transfer method: The notes created on the tablet could
be transferred to the group workspace in two ways sequential transfer (share one note after another) or in a bulk
- all-in transfer (selection and sharing of all notes at once).
(d) Spatial positioning: Some participants changed their
standing position during the experiment, from the face-toface positioning to a side-by-side positioning.
+((+.0&2".+ "//

To analyze the effectiveness of the collaborative process a
rating scheme from Meier et al. [22] was adapted for this
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Figure 5. Territorial Flow. Example Session (arrows on notes indicate reading direction)

The observed territorial behaviors on the tabletop consisted
in a series of changes in the spatial arrangement and
orientation of post-it notes during collaborative
brainstorming. With respect to participants’ territorial
behavior, we observed that at the beginning of the
collaborative phase 8 of 10 pairs in the first condition and
only 4 of 10 pairs in the second condition 2 created personal
territories. In contrast, at the end of the collaborative phase 7
of 10 pairs in the first condition and 9 of 10 pairs in the
second condition created a joint representation (see table 2).
Collaborative
Phase

Condition 1: No
Tablets

this type of behavior territorial flow (see Figure 5 – 2nd
Phase). The collaborative work starts with the creation of a
personal territory on the table and ends with a collaboratively
created joint representation. The territorial flow is
determined both by the intrinsic characteristics of the task
and also by the technological support offered. Lack of
personal spaces seems to have determined in our experiment
the first move into the territorial flow – establishing of
personal territories on the tabletop. This first move was more
common in Condition 1. The second move consisted of
orientating the notes so that the other participant could read
them. The last move of the participants was to cluster the
notes and thereby creating a joint representation. This last
move seems to be prompted by the collaborative process: the
necessity of establishing a common ground.

Condition 2: Tablets
as Personal Spaces

Personal territory

8

4

Joint representation

7

9

Table 2. Number of pairs that coordinated themselves through
rearrangements of digital notes

Finding 1: Dependent on the task progress a territorial
flow can emerge which reflects the collaborative process.

Figure 5 shows an example of this repositioning and
reorientation process we observed during the experiments.
This video-coded note-constellations symbolize the
beginning (1st Phase) and the end of the collaborative process
(3rd Phase). Between these states (personal territory and
representation) multiple note arrangements could be
observed. Beginning with clear defined personal territories
in the 1st Phase of the collaborative process the participants
presented their ideas to each other. This presentation process
was often done by a reorientation of the notes to the reading
direction of the other participant (2nd Phase). That
presentation established some common ground between the
participants allowing them to build a joint representation (3rd
Phase). It is important to note that a joint representation was
not requested for solving the task, but as already pointed out,
most groups created them anyway (16 out of 20). Moreover,
it is important to note the complete disappearance of personal
territories even though the digital notes could have been
easily duplicated and could have populated both the personal
and the group space.

Coordination through (re-)arrangements of digital notes
into personal territories
As already mentioned, personal territories on the tabletop
provided a starting point for the collaborative process.
Furthermore, we observed different kinds of territorial
behavior depending on the two conditions.
In the first condition, 8 of 10 pairs clustered their text-notes
in personal territories (fig.6–PT) during the individual phase
– see Table 2. Only one pair did not display any territorial
behavior in this condition. None of the participants in this
group organized the post-it notes at all, i.e., they left their
notes nearly untouched as they were arranged by the system
(fig.6–NO PT). In the other group classified as not displaying
territorial behavior, one of the participants did not display
any territorial behavior. Meanwhile the other participant
displayed a more and more territorial behavior (fig.6MIXED).
In Condition 2, all notes were entered in the individual phase
on the personal tablet and transferred to the tabletop
thereafter. The importance of establishing personal
territories on the tabletops is revealed by the territorial
behavior of the participants in this condition. 4 of 10 pairs in

Based on these observations, we consider that territories are
not static areas that permanently exist, but states of spatial
arrangements continually changing during the collaborative
activity. It seems that the (re-)arrangements of the post-it
notes play an important role in group coordination. We call
176

this second condition established personal territories on the
tabletop, in addition to the individual workspace offered on
the tablet.

showed a stronger territorial behavior (see figure 7) with 4 of
the 5 pairs establishing a personal territory on the tabletop by
positioning their notes near to them immediately after
transfer. They reorganized all transferred notes by changing
their position and orientation. This can be explained by the
fact that transferring all items at once leads to a cluttered
screen since each note is randomly placed on the tabletop by
the system. Meanwhile the groups that used the sequential
strategy tended not to make use of personal workspace on
the tabletop.

PT

CONDITION 1:
PERSONAL TERRITORIES (PT)


 
 













MIXED

NO PT

Finding 2: The establishment of personal territories is
essential at the beginning of the collaborative process.
Coordination through (re)orientation of digital objects
After establishing personal territories, 7 of 10 groups in
Condition 1 and 9 of 10 groups in Condition 2 merged their
personal territories and created what we call a joint
representation. We define a joint representation as “the
meaningful collaborative clustering of all notes generated
during the individual and collaborative phase.” Some groups
started this process (territorial flow) by changing the
orientation of their post-it notes (see Figure 5). Thereafter,
they mixed their notes one-by-one in the group until they
came up with a final arrangement that could be described as
a joint representation. The creation of joint representations
seems to be intrinsic to solving the task collaboratively with
16 of 20 pairs showing this behavior. We consider that this
joint representation bears a great importance for the
collaborative work, especially since it was not required by
the task instructions and yet several groups created it. During
the creation of the joint representation, some pairs set up a
shared layout oriented to the short side of the tabletop. Such
a layout allows an equal perspective for both participants on
the tabletop.

Figure 6: Types of Personal Territories in Condition 1

The establishment of personal territories is not necessarily an
activity carried out individually. In both conditions, we
observed that participants’ territorial behavior was not
restricted to their own notes. While creating their personal
territories after the notes’ transfer from the tablet to the
tabletop, unsolicited help from the other participant was
often observed.

Figure 7: Example. Establishing personal territories on the
tabletop. A: Random arrangement of the notes on the table
B. Personal territories created by the two participants

Finding 3: Participants intrinsically created a joint
representation for solving the task.

The establishment of personal territories seems to be
dependent in Condition 2 on the tablet-table transfer method
used: sequential transfer and all-in transfer (see Table 3).

Coordination through participants’ spatial (re)positioning

Table 3. Transfer strategy and spatial repositioning

We noticed differences with respect to participants’ spatial
positioning both between experimental conditions as well as
between pairs using different transfer strategies (Condition
2). All participants started in a face-to-face arrangement and
had a standing position during the experiment. They were not
instructed with respect to their spatial position at the tabletop.
We considered the standing position to be more inviting for
freely choosing the most appropriate position during the
collaborative work, which also seems to have been the case.
In Condition 2, half of the pairs repositioned themselves
during the collaborative phase compared to only one in
condition 1 (see Table 3).

Of the pairs (5 of 10) transferred all items at once from the
tablet to the tabletop (all-in strategy) – see Table 3. The other
half of the groups transferred their notes one-by-one
(sequential strategy). The groups that used the all-in strategy

With respect to the transfer strategy, half of the groups in
Condition 2 used a sequential transfer strategy – both
participants added their post-it notes one-by-one on the
tabletop (see Table 3). It is also notable that 4 of 5 pairs who

Condition 1
All-in
transfer
Sequential
transfer

Not
applicable

Condition 2
5
5

Face-toface

9

5

Side-byside

1

5
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preferred this strategy (sequential transfer) also changed
their position at the tabletop to establish a side-by-side
arrangement (see figure 8 - right). This is even more
interesting considering that only 5 of 10 pairs changed their
position at the tabletop in this condition and almost all of
them followed the sequential transfer strategy.




interaction on the tabletop with participants interacting not
only in the workspace near to them like in the first condition,
but taking advantage of the whole tabletop as a groups space.
Therefore, the participants in the second condition worked
more often in a closer spatial arrangement.
COND
T ON 1
Non−Territorial
Non

    




COND
T ON 2
Dynamic




Figure 9: Interaction plots

F nd ng 5 Depend ng on he ab e - ab e op ransfer
me hod d fferen spa a arrangemen s were chosen by
he par c pan s

Figure 8: Face to face (left) and side-by-side (right)
arrangements in Condition 2

 ##" 0/+*,.+ "//

Based on these observations, we consider that coordination
also takes place through participants’ spatial repositioning at
the tabletop. Changing the spatial position offers participants
the advantage of having the same perspective towards the
digital artifacts on the tabletop as well as on the personal
tablets (see Figure 8 - right).

By the measures of collaborative process, we observed
significant differences between the conditions with respect
to communication (t (18) = -3.06, p< 0.01) and joint
information processing behavior (t (18) = -2.9912, p-value
<0.01). The groups in condition 2 (tablet) communicated and
shared information to a higher degree than the groups in
condition 1 – see Table 4. Yet even though group in
condition 2 seem to have coordinated slightly better – see
Table 4 - there were no significant differences (t (18) = 0.37302, p-value >0.05) with respect to groups’ task
management and technical coordination.

F nd ng 4 Par c pan s n Cond on 2 ( ab e ) changed
more of en o a s de-by-s de se ng han he par c pan s
n Cond on 1
Coordination through territorial behavior

Joint

Taking a closer look at participants’ territorial behavior it
becomes obvious that it becomes accentuated by the lack of
personal territories. As already pointed out, in the first
condition, the participants created more personal territories
and fewer joint representations. A second observation
regarding the usage of the tabletop as a group space supports
this claim.

Coordination

Communication

information
processing

Figure 9 shows participants’ interactions with post-it notes
(move, rotate, and delete) on the tabletop. In condition 1, the
participants (participant A – blue dots; participant B – red
dots) used clearly separated spaces on the tabletop. In
condition 2 the interactions show a more compound

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Condition 1

7.70

3.20

8.30

2.31

7.70

2.54

Condition 2

8.20

2.78

11.30

2.06

10.90

2.23

Note. M and SD represent mean and standard deviation, respectively

Table 4: Means and standard deviations for group
collaboration
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- see Finding 2. Besides they also tended to interact more
with notes placed near to them on the tabletop. With regard
to participants’ workspace partitioning, we observed similar
results as Tuddenham and Robinson [44] but only in the first
condition – see Finding 5. Previous results showed
partitioning of the workspaces in the collocated condition
more that those working remote. Creation of joint
representations was a constitutive part of the collaborative
process in both conditions. Yet, more groups engaged in this
type of behavior in the second condition. The usage of
external representation and its importance for the
collaborative process as well as tabletops’ potential to
support it has been supported by previous research [24].

Finding 6: Groups in Condition 2 showed a significantly
better communication and joint information processing
behavior.
 ##" 0/+*,".#+.)* "

Not only does process seem to be affected by the workspace
setting, we also found some evidence for higher performance
with respect to idea elaboration (t (18)=-3.19, p-value
<0.01): Dyads in the Condition 2 wrote on average more
words per idea – see Table 5 - than groups in condition 1.
However, we found no difference with respect to the average
number of ideas (t(18) = -0.83, p>0.05) and originality (t(18) =
-0.56, p>0.05), even though groups in Condition 2 generated
more ideas and generally tended come up with more original
ideas – see Table 5.
Fluidity

Elaboration

Originality

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Condition 1

25.00

5.70

3.34

0.99

8.00

3.53

Condition 2

27.10

5.63

6.04

2.49

9.00

4.47

The different workspace settings led to differences in the
collaborative process with groups in Condition 2 engaging in
a more efficient communication and joint information
processing. This conclusion goes along with results from
previous research comparing tabletops to other settings
[2,31,45] showing that the collaborative process can be
improved by settings with a tabletop [2], or made more
equitable in physical-digital conditions [31]. Our results shed
light on the influence of personal spaces for such setting.
Based on these results we claim that it is not only the tabletop
that makes a difference but the whole workspace setting,
with the workspace combining personal and group spaces
offering more advantageous conditions for the collaborative
process.

Note. M and SD represent mean and standard deviation, respectively.

Table 5: Descriptive statistics for the objective brainstorming
performance indicators

Finding 7: Groups in Condition 2 elaborated their ideas
significantly better than groups in condition 1.
  

 

Even though the collaborative process seems to have been
affected on some of its facets by the workspace setting, and
is generally expected to be related to performance, our results
are less conclusive with respect to the effect of the different
workspace settings on collaboration. We found only
evidence that groups in Condition 2 wrote more words per
idea (indicator for a higher elaboration of expressed ideas).
With regard to the number of ideas (fluidity) and originality,
we found no significant difference, even though groups in
the second condition created in average more ideas that
scored higher on originality. The lack of differentiation
between conditions might be due to compensatory behaviors
like creating personal spaces on the tabletop, but further
experiments are needed to shed light on this issue.

  

The aim of this study was to shed light on the effect of
different workspace setting on territorial behavior,
collaborative process and performance. We conducted an
explorative study comparing two types of workspace
settings: In Condition 1, the workspace consisted of a large
tabletop. In Condition 2, the setting included two tables in
addition to the tabletop, that were used as individual
workspaces. During the experiment, the participants
collaboratively solved a brainstorming task.
The empirical results show that groups in Condition 2
displayed less territorial behavior than the participants in the
first condition. Additionally, they also tended to engage more
in creating joint representations and collaborated more
closely (better communication and joint information
processing). Less noticeable were the differences with regard
to task performance. Even though we did not observe
differences in the number and originality of the ideas in
Condition 2, participants in this condition described their
ideas in more detail.

In addition to the discussed difference between conditions,
we also observed behaviors regarding the manipulation of
external representations that dominating both conditions.
Recent research mainly refers to two concepts when
analyzing spatial interaction in collaborative work:
territoriality [37,38] and coupling styles [43]. The theory of
tabletop Scott et al. [37,38] reveal that workspace
partitioning behavior is part of a more complex practice of
tabletop territoriality. They observed the use of personal,
group, and storage territories in collaboration settings. Yet
how territories arise and transform into other territories is not
yet discussed by previous research. We observed that
personal and group territories are not static areas but change
dynamically during processing the task. To emphasize this

The results regarding the territorial behavior match some of
the result of previous research on territoriality [37,38] but
only for condition 1. At the beginning the collaborative task,
most participants in Condition 1 established personal
territories, which served as starting points for the given task
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we introduce the term Territorial Flow which focuses on (re)positioning and (re-)orientation of external representations
by processing a collaborative task. Based on the observations
discussed here, we conclude that the usage of different types
of territories is dependent of the task activities, which may
change during the overall task process. The same is true for
the concept of coupling styles. Tang et al. [43] state that the
six identified coupling styles are not an exhaustive list and
that collaboration might be best described as a dynamic and
fluid stateless system [9]. The concept of Territorial Flow
might be seen as one step into that direction. However, just
like other studies this paper concentrates on one specific task
and the findings presented here need to be verified with
different tasks. With this limitation in mind, we consider that
our findings can yet help researchers and workplace
designers in heterogeneous ways. Therefore, we distilled our
findings into the following design recommendations for
artefact-based collaboration interfaces:

that different transfer methods should be supported to allow
a flexible application of coupling styles.
Support territorial flow. In tasks including both individual
and collaborative phases a territorial flow might occur. This
flow can be supported by the interface design in manifold
ways. For example, the creation of a joint representation can
be motivated and structured by distinct areas on the table.


As stated in the introduction “even small changes in task
definition are likely to influence group effectiveness” [16].
This is also valid for changes in the workplace setting. The
goal of the study was to shed light on an artefact-based
collaboration process by comparing different workplace
settings. Our observed findings are therefore bounded to a
specific task and a specific workplace setting. Small changes
on both can have an influence on the collaboration process
and performance.

Provide a distinct division of personal and group space. In
Condition 2 personal and group workspaces were distinctly
divided. The tablet was used as personal workspace and the
tabletop as group space. This clear division seems to have a
considerable impact on the collaborative process. The
participants communicated better, and shared information
processing and reached consensus much easier (Finding 6).
These findings led us to conclude that the use of tablets as
personal spaces in tabletop collaboration has a positive effect
on the process.

However, we think that we addressed with the presented
workspace setting a common device combination and
therefore the findings give some insights of the workspace
characteristics and benefits. Furthermore, we tried to address
a broad class of meaningful tasks. The described
brainstorming task relies strongly on digital artifacts (post-it
notes) and their arrangement. We think that this
characteristic can be applied to other tasks that rely on digital
artifacts as well.

Provide tablets for individual phases. Participants working
on tablets wrote more words per idea and therefore
elaborated their ideas better than the participants working
only in the group space (Finding 7). This can be traced back
to the fact that tablets offer more privacy and that this
characteristic has a positive impact on the outcome. We
agree with Scott et al. [37] that we should provide visibility
and transparency of action, but we think that this
transparency of action is only essential in the collaborative
phase. During the individual phase a personal space should
be handled as private space as well even if that decreases the
group member’s workspace awareness.

In this paper, we presented an explorative study focusing on
different workspace settings that combine group spaces
(tabletops) with personal devices (tablets). We advanced the
hypothesis that territories are states of spatial arrangements
continually changing during the collaborative activity and
made in-depth analysis of the collaborative work to better
understand their role as a main mechanism in coordinating
group activities and discussed design recommendations at
length. We found that territories are not static states but are,
rather part of a territorial flow that reflects the collaborative
process. The establishment of personal territories is essential
at the beginning of the collaborative process. However, as
the task emerged the participants move to create joint
representation of the task solution. Based on the discussed
observations, we consider that better understanding
participants’ territorial behavior in relation to their spatial
positioning is a direction worth pursuing in future research.
Combining tabletops with tablets seems to support
communication and joint information processing better, yet
proved to be of little importance for group coordination.
Regarding overall performance, we found differences only
with respect to idea elaboration, whereas the number of ideas
and their originality seems not to be affected. We conclude
that providing users with personal devices affects their
territorial behavior as well as the use of digital artifacts and
communication during the collaborative process.

 

Support flexible spatial positioning. One major finding is
that participants equipped with personal devices showed a
flexible spatial positioning at the tabletop (Finding 4). The
participants naturally changed their position to support
different coupling styles. Therefore, we consider that support
for flexible spatial arrangement might be beneficial as a
social coordination mechanism.
Provide heterogeneous cross-device transfer options. Our
observations have shown that the participants used different
tablet-tabletop transfer methods. The selection of the transfer
method had a strong impact on the kind of coupling style
(face-to-face or side-by-side – Finding 5). Our observations
and calculated measures do not hint to one of these strategies
leading to a better performance. The transfer method seems
to be rather an individual preference. Therefore, we think
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